Data Sheet  Comparatives and Superlatives

Name __________________________
Date of Birth ___________________

High Frequency Adjectives
“basic concept” inflectional adjectives, such as
big, small, fast, slow, high, low, long, easy,
funny, scary, tired, sick, hungry, soft, hard,
quiet, loud, huge, tiny, happy, thirsty, flat, etc.
other examples:

Irregulars
good, bad, many

Early Elementary Adjectives
inflectional adjectives, such as bright, clear,
dark, fancy, long, plain, muddy, stormy,
strange, young, icy, spicy, salty, tight, fresh,
weak, rainy, dry, wet, heavy, empty, brave,
hollow, skinny, friendly, rich, wild, sweet, etc.
other examples:

Longer Elementary Adjectives
three syllable adjectives, such as beautiful,
delicious, excited, expensive, motionless, old-fashioned, annoying, impossible, talented,
important, difficult, powerful, outstanding,
comfortable, wonderful, successful, etc.
others:

Advanced Adjectives
adorable, adventurous, aggressive, elegant,
glamorous, magnificent, interesting, doubtful,
numerous, nutritious, miniature, cooperative,
encouraging, obedient, cautious, etc.
others: